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Packing list

2：Remove the water tank cover and take the 
accessories out of the tank: power adaptor,
plant package, two bottles of nutrient particles；

A Planting machine

A Power adaptor

Two nutrient particles
           A B（ / )

And a seed pod kit 8 SETS（  )

Parts of the planting machine

Adaptor
Seed pod
Kit

A B

A tools pack

Tools

Control panel

LED assembly

Left side plate

Right side plate

Basket container

Top cover of tank

Tank

Baseplate

Foot stool*4

Pump jack

LED assembly

Left side plate Right side plateTop cover of tank

Tank

Baseplate

A B

Adaptor
Seed pod
kit

Pump Jack Insert

Power Jack Insert

Pump Jack to Device

Installation Instructions

1: Take out the machine out of the packing box, As
shown in the following figure, (note :Like the right
picture, the pump jack must be insert to the device!)；

Right side plate
Left side plate

LED assembly

Baseplate

3:The machine is assemble complete, please 
insert the pump and power adaptor jack one 
by one,When power adaptor is insert to 
machine, the machine will sound a “beep”

 and indicate completion of electrification and 
. self-inspection , suggesting it is ready for work 
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24h light on and work clock of the machine:

1：The system has a work clock that will automatically start to work in a 24h circle upon proper connection of the machine to the
      municipal power supply;at the time of electrification on each subsequent day,the system will automatically start and the LED 
      will automatically light(regardless of any mode);

：2 If you expect the light on when the machine comes into the automatic light off mode,you may hold down the power button for 3s;
      at this time,the light wil l experience 3 blinks and then get l it,while the system will enter the 24h lighting mode until effectiveness 
      of the memory clock on the next day when the system will automatically switch to the automatic mode.

Information of
Brand,Product or model no.

Quick Start Guide User manual（ ）Planting Instruction
1：Prepare nutrient solution 3：Install basket container and put the 

       seeds in it

Proportioning and preparing method of nutrient solution:
1: Fill the attached bottles containing nutrient particles with purified water,and rock the
    bottle to fully mix the content;

2: Use the cap of the bottles containing nutrient particles as a measure,and add a cap
    of well-mixed A/B solutions into 1L water;make sure the water is stirred for uniformity
    after addition lf each solution.

Function description lf the machine control panel:

2：Add water

A B

Fill a unit of purified water in the container,
and the add measured A/B solid mutrient 
particles(with the preparing method shown
below)into the container ; mix it evenly until
the particles are to the maximum extent, 
invisible to the naked eye。

Remove the rubber plug from the fi lling 
nozzle,and pour the well-mixed solution 
into the water tank.Note the “Max” 
indication to prevent overflow.

   
 Sow seeds properly into the planting carrier
in the basket container; (to ensure normal 
sprouting,it is recommended to soak the 
seeds in warm water for about 1hour before 
sowing them into the carrier);then move the
baskets into the planting holes on the water
tank.

Precautions：
：1 Nutrient particles have storage life of 2 years in unopened bottles if stored at the

       ambient temperature without exposure to sunlight.
：2 Well-mixed nutrient solutions prepared by adding water have storage life of 5 months

       if stored without exposure to sunlight.

Stir

Rock A/B

A/B

A B

Pure Water
A/B

Key precautions:

1.Since the adaptor of the product is to be connceted to the municipal power supply,please make sure any operation by
a child should be performed under the company of an adult !
2.After adding water, please make sure you have dried you hands before connecting the adaptor to the municipal power
 supply.
3.The operation of the machine requires that there is water and 24VDC in the product ; to prevent any damage to the 
machine ,make sure no electric part is directly exposed to water ; or otherwise if any water is spilled or scattered over any
electric part , drying should be performed before electrification! 

Key prompts:

1.When the power adaptor supplies 24VDC power to the machine,the system will sound a long “beep”and indicate
completion of electrification and self-inspection , suggesting it is ready for work ; 
2.After the machine runs normally for several days, the water level in the tank will fall; when the water is no longer 
sufficient as needed by the plants for growth, the buzzer inside fo the machine will sound a long beep; at this time, 
please fill proper amount of water into the water tank, and then the alarm will automatically stop; 
3.When the machine is working normally with the light on , it will sound a “beep”if you press any button, meanwhile,
if it is experiencing mode switching, the light brightness will change correspondingly (in a visible manner); 
4.When the machine is power-on but the light is off, if any button on  the panel is pressed, the machine will sound a
“beep”; if a right button is pressed but the machine does not sound a “beep”,it is likely that the machine is not 
properly power-on,and thus it is required to check whether the machine is connected to the municipal power supply; 
or if the machine is in the dormant state, you may press the power button for testing , i.e.when the pwoer button is 
pressed in the dormant state, the light will go off after 3 blinks.  

Press this button,and the machine will turn on the power after a”beep”and run in the“standard mode”;the LED on the top will be
automatically l it for 14hrs;upon electrification on the next day, the LED will be lit again for 14hrs thereafter,so on so forth,based 
on a 24h circle...
Press this button,and if the power is turned on,the system will switch to the “appreciation mode”after a”beep”;the LED on the
top will have light intensity automatically reduced,and become subject to a 12h-on-and-12h-off circle;(the foregoing will occur
when this button is pressed without the machine power on)
Press this button,and if the power is turned on,the system will switch to the “growing mode”after a “beep”;the LED on the top
will have the light intensity automatically increased,and become subject to a 16h-on-and-8h-off circle;(the foregoing will occur
when this button is pressed without the machine power on)

When the power adaptor supplies 24VDC power to the machine,the system will sound a
long “beep”and indicatecompletion of electrification and self-inspection , suggesting it is
ready for work, this indicator lamp will light ;

24h light on and work clock of the machine:
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      of the memory clock on the next day when the system will automatically switch to the automatic mode.
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indication to prevent overflow.
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seeds in warm water for about 1hour before 
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：2 Well-mixed nutrient solutions prepared by adding water have storage life of 5 months

       if stored without exposure to sunlight.
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1.Since the adaptor of the product is to be connceted to the municipal power supply,please make sure any operation by
a child should be performed under the company of an adult !
2.After adding water, please make sure you have dried you hands before connecting the adaptor to the municipal power
 supply.
3.The operation of the machine requires that there is water and 24VDC in the product ; to prevent any damage to the 
machine ,make sure no electric part is directly exposed to water ; or otherwise if any water is spilled or scattered over any
electric part , drying should be performed before electrification! 
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1.When the power adaptor supplies 24VDC power to the machine,the system will sound a long “beep”and indicate
completion of electrification and self-inspection , suggesting it is ready for work ; 
2.After the machine runs normally for several days, the water level in the tank will fall; when the water is no longer 
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“beep”; if a right button is pressed but the machine does not sound a “beep”,it is likely that the machine is not 
properly power-on,and thus it is required to check whether the machine is connected to the municipal power supply; 
or if the machine is in the dormant state, you may press the power button for testing , i.e.when the pwoer button is 
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when this button is pressed without the machine power on)
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long “beep”and indicatecompletion of electrification and self-inspection , suggesting it is
ready for work, this indicator lamp will light ;

24h light on and work clock of the machine:

1：The system has a work clock that will automatically start to work in a 24h circle upon proper connection of the machine to the
      municipal power supply;at the time of electrification on each subsequent day,the system will automatically start and the LED 
      will automatically light(regardless of any mode);

：2 If you expect the light on when the machine comes into the automatic light off mode,you may hold down the power button for 3s;
      at this time,the light wil l experience 3 blinks and then get l it,while the system will enter the 24h lighting mode until effectiveness 
      of the memory clock on the next day when the system will automatically switch to the automatic mode.
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Key precautions:

1.Since the adaptor of the product is to be connceted to the municipal power supply,please make sure any operation by
a child should be performed under the company of an adult !
2.After adding water, please make sure you have dried you hands before connecting the adaptor to the municipal power
 supply.
3.The operation of the machine requires that there is water and 24VDC in the product ; to prevent any damage to the 
machine ,make sure no electric part is directly exposed to water ; or otherwise if any water is spilled or scattered over any
electric part , drying should be performed before electrification! 

Key prompts:

1.When the power adaptor supplies 24VDC power to the machine,the system will sound a long “beep”and indicate
completion of electrification and self-inspection , suggesting it is ready for work ; 
2.After the machine runs normally for several days, the water level in the tank will fall; when the water is no longer 
sufficient as needed by the plants for growth, the buzzer inside fo the machine will sound a long beep; at this time, 
please fill proper amount of water into the water tank, and then the alarm will automatically stop; 
3.When the machine is working normally with the light on , it will sound a “beep”if you press any button, meanwhile,
if it is experiencing mode switching, the light brightness will change correspondingly (in a visible manner); 
4.When the machine is power-on but the light is off, if any button on  the panel is pressed, the machine will sound a
“beep”; if a right button is pressed but the machine does not sound a “beep”,it is likely that the machine is not 
properly power-on,and thus it is required to check whether the machine is connected to the municipal power supply; 
or if the machine is in the dormant state, you may press the power button for testing , i.e.when the pwoer button is 
pressed in the dormant state, the light will go off after 3 blinks.  

Press this button,and the machine will turn on the power after a”beep”and run in the“standard mode”;the LED on the top will be
automatically l it for 14hrs;upon electrification on the next day, the LED will be lit again for 14hrs thereafter,so on so forth,based 
on a 24h circle...
Press this button,and if the power is turned on,the system will switch to the “appreciation mode”after a”beep”;the LED on the
top will have light intensity automatically reduced,and become subject to a 12h-on-and-12h-off circle;(the foregoing will occur
when this button is pressed without the machine power on)
Press this button,and if the power is turned on,the system will switch to the “growing mode”after a “beep”;the LED on the top
will have the light intensity automatically increased,and become subject to a 16h-on-and-8h-off circle;(the foregoing will occur
when this button is pressed without the machine power on)

When the power adaptor supplies 24VDC power to the machine,the system will sound a
long “beep”and indicatecompletion of electrification and self-inspection , suggesting it is
ready for work, this indicator lamp will light ;
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24h light on and work clock of the machine:
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machine ,make sure no electric part is directly exposed to water ; or otherwise if any water is spilled or scattered over any
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please fill proper amount of water into the water tank, and then the alarm will automatically stop; 
3.When the machine is working normally with the light on , it will sound a “beep”if you press any button, meanwhile,
if it is experiencing mode switching, the light brightness will change correspondingly (in a visible manner); 
4.When the machine is power-on but the light is off, if any button on  the panel is pressed, the machine will sound a
“beep”; if a right button is pressed but the machine does not sound a “beep”,it is likely that the machine is not 
properly power-on,and thus it is required to check whether the machine is connected to the municipal power supply; 
or if the machine is in the dormant state, you may press the power button for testing , i.e.when the pwoer button is 
pressed in the dormant state, the light will go off after 3 blinks.  

Press this button,and the machine will turn on the power after a”beep”and run in the“standard mode”;the LED on the top will be
automatically l it for 14hrs;upon electrification on the next day, the LED will be lit again for 14hrs thereafter,so on so forth,based 
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Press this button,and if the power is turned on,the system will switch to the “appreciation mode”after a”beep”;the LED on the
top will have light intensity automatically reduced,and become subject to a 12h-on-and-12h-off circle;(the foregoing will occur
when this button is pressed without the machine power on)
Press this button,and if the power is turned on,the system will switch to the “growing mode”after a “beep”;the LED on the top
will have the light intensity automatically increased,and become subject to a 16h-on-and-8h-off circle;(the foregoing will occur
when this button is pressed without the machine power on)

When the power adaptor supplies 24VDC power to the machine,the system will sound a
long “beep”and indicatecompletion of electrification and self-inspection , suggesting it is
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Instruktioner 3
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1
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